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Agenda
• What is a data call?
• Step-by-step process
• How do you:
• Leverage the data call to bring home the win?
• Create proof points that POP?

• Group Exercises
• Critical Success Factors
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What is a data call?

• Who: the point of contact for the data call
• What: the data you need
• When: the deadline for each data call (pre- and
post-RFP)
• How: detailed instructions with clear due dates
and Points of Contact (POCs)
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Why do you need it?
• Compliance
• Persuasion (Proof
Points)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Discriminators
Win Themes
Features and Benefits
Graphics
Action Captions
Call Out Boxes
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Who does it go to?
• Internal
–
–
–
–
–
–

Capture Manager
Project Managers
SMEs
HR
Finance
Contracts

• External
– Teaming partners
– Clients (selectively)
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When should you distribute
the data call?
• Pre-RFP
– Which data will require long lead times?
– Tie the data request to your capture strategy
• What information do you need to prove your discriminators and
win themes?
• Which data best illustrates your features and benefits?

• Post-RFP
– Double check for compliance
– Distribute RFP-specific required information request (past
performance, resumes)
– Q&A and amendments may necessitate another data call
– Coordinate with pricing on issuance of business volume
data call
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Relationship Building:
Managing Expectations
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Do not fall into this trap…
• I’ll just borrow from our re-use materials
• I don’t want to annoy anyone…
• I don’t need to do anything until the RFP
hits…do I?
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How do you leverage the data
call to bring home the win?
• Partner with the Capture Manager to understand the win
strategy
– What proof points do you need?
– How can you discriminate your bid from the competition?
– What do the teaming partners bring to the table?

• Critically assess past proposals
– What worked and what didn’t?
– What lessons can you learn from customer debriefs?

• Consider solicitations from the same customer
procurement shop
– What information do they typically require?
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Typical bland “proof point”
• We enjoy high levels of customer
satisfaction. How high?
• We have low employee turnover.
Compared to what?
• We offer relevant experience. In what?
• We have the personnel reach back to
rapidly staff task orders. Prove it!
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POP
•

We will meet or exceed performance expectations. In all 12 of our PPIRS ratings for
8 agencies over the past 3 years, we achieved no lower than Excellent or
Outstanding ratings. On all six of our performance-based contracts, we have
achieved maximum award fees and incentives.

•

We know staff retention is of utmost importance to the project. Our retention rate
across the company is 90%, compared to 82% industry-wide for similar IT positions.
On help desk projects such as this one, our retention rate is 98%, due to our focus on
leveraging Help Desk Institute certifications and best practice processes.

•

Our company has performed 24 software development projects for 13 customers
over the past three years, all of which were performed at the CMMI Level 3 or higher.
We have the reach back to staff the task orders through 5,700 qualified and cleared
IT personnel across the team, of which 750 hold the required ITIL Foundation
certification, 25 are ITIL Experts, and 5,000 hold Secret clearances or above.

•
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How do we get a POP?
• Specific examples and lessons learned that
provide evidence
• Verifiable facts such as PPIRS ratings that can
be confirmed by Source Selection Board
• External, unbiased third parties such as industry
appraisals or customer quotes that offer
confirmation
• Data aggregation that shows size and strength
• Comparisons that ghost competition
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Step by Step Process – Pre-RFP
(preferred approach when time permits)
• Work with capture to understand win strategy
–
–

•

Identify POCs who will complete the first data call (internal and external)
and reach out to them early to set expectations
–
–
–

•

Ensure all teaming partners identify one POC who will coordinate the data call on their end
Identify internal POCs with whom you must coordinate
Build relationships and set expectations

Create one data call document with clear instructions, clear deadline and
one coordinator
–

•
•
•
•
•

Brainstorm to identify information that will prove features and benefits, discriminators, and
win themes
Identify re-use materials in your knowledgebase

identifying one POC avoids confusion on who to call with questions

Set up spreadsheet to track submissions
Issue first data call
Check on progress during status calls
Distribute completed data calls to proposal team
Circle back for clarifications or missing information
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Step by Step Process – Post RFP
• Identify internal and external POCs for second data call (for quick
turnaround efforts this may be the first data call)
• Note that pricing data call may be handled separately depending on your company’s
process

• Review and shred RFP for data required for compliance
• Identify additional information required (e.g., develop templates for past
performance and resumes to streamline process)
• Brainstorm with team on any additional data that drives home
discriminators and win themes
• Issue post-RFP data call with clear deadline, instructions and POC
• Update tracking spreadsheet
• Check on progress during daily stand-ups and status calls
• Distribute completed data calls to proposal team
• Circle back for clarifications or missing information
• Amendments and Q&As may result in additional data calls
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Data Call Elements and POCs
•

•

Staffing (POCs: HR and Recruiting)
– Personnel details (clearances, education, certifications, domain areas)
– Recruiting statistics (average time to fill positions, number of recruiters,
size of recruiting database, recruiting sources)
– Retention rate (company-wide and project-specific)
– Meatball charts (experience vs. functional or technical requirements)
Past Performance (POCs: Project Managers, SMEs, Proposals, and
Contracts)
– Customer information
– Project information (period of performance, size – FTEs/$$/users,
scope, complexity, relevancy)
– Award fees and incentives earned
– PPIRS/CPARS ratings
– Achievements and innovations (performed testing with zero rollbacks;
brought in web redesign under budget; identified efficiencies and/or new
technology that saved the customer money)
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Data Call Elements and POCs continued
•

•

Corporate Experience (POCs: Contracts, OCFO, Marketing, Proposals, SMEs)
– Logos
– Corporate history
– Corporate revenues, personnel, customers, and locations
– D&B ratings
– Certifications and appraisals
– Industry awards and rankings
– R&D efforts
– Centers of Excellence
– Recognized experts
– Publications and White Papers
– Meatball charts (experience vs. functional or technical requirements)
Customer Kudos (POCs: Contracts, Project Managers coordinate with Customers for
approval, if needed)
• Congratulatory emails
• Awards and certificates of appreciation
• Quotes
• Success stories
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Data Call Elements and POCs continued
•

Pricing/Business Volume (POCs: Finance and Contracts)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•
•

Rates
ODCs
Accounting System
Uncompensated Overtime Policy
Compensation Plan
Reps and Certs
Lines of Credit
Banking Information

Typically, the Pricing Lead handles this data call, but you should still
coordinate with them and check on status
Teaming partners may establish a separate POC for pricing data call
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Group Exercise Instructions
• Break into teams
• Assume your company is bidding the solicitation in the
handout
• Review the RFP excerpt and your assigned Sections L &
M (3-5 minutes)
• Brainstorming (5 minutes):
– What would you include in your data call for compliance only?
– How would you enhance the data call for persuasion?
– How will these changes result in more compelling proof points?

• Present results to the group (10 minutes)
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Success Factors
•
•
•
•
•

Timing
Completeness
Compliance
Creativity
Relationships
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For More Information
Principal Consultant, Lohfeld Consulting Group, Inc.
lpafe@LohfeldConsulting.com
(703) 577-8490
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